EBEL WAVE Stainless steel and diamonds
EBEL INTRODUCES THE NEW WAVE IN STAINLESS STEEL AND DIAMONDS
Biel/Bienne, 13 October 2014/PR Newswire - EBEL is proud to introduce the latest addition to its reimagined Wave
collection – a sensuous, fluid style fashioned for women in stainless steel adorned by diamonds.
Introduced in July this year, the new Wave collection reenergized an iconic EBEL timepiece with a fresh, more
contemporary look and feel. Originally launched in 1977 as the Sport Classic, the wave bracelet became an instantly
recognizable EBEL trademark. While retaining the legendary DNA of the original design, the new EBEL Wave has
been reimagined for the next generation with bolder proportions and more sharply defined lines. To design
aficionados, it is a classic. To those simply seeking a sleek, luxurious timepiece, it is equally appealing.
Subtly refreshed through the enhancement of its signature design elements, this new EBEL Wave model is sensuous
and alluringly feminine. The DNA of the brand reveals itself in the flexible, sculptured wave-shaped links. Sumptuous
glamour is introduced through its bezel shimmering with 58 sparkling diamonds. The lustrous white mother-of-pearl
dial is exquisitely detailed with 8 diamond markers, 3 applied indexes and a polished EBEL symbol at 12.00. The
stainless steel case and bracelet feature alternating brushed and polished surfaces, creating an elegant metallic
finish.
Making an easy transition from day to evening wear, this boldly feminine new women’s EBEL Wave model in stainless
steel and diamonds is both versatile and practical – a modern icon that defies trends with timeless, distinctive style.

THE WAVE REIMAGINED. UNDENIABLY EBEL.

A passion for innovation and excellence in watch design has always been at the heart of the EBEL brand, founded by
husband and wife Eugene Blum and Alice Levy, in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland in 1911. Since its inception, EBEL
has remained true to their core values, manufacturing fine Swiss watches that marry technical expertise and
distinctive style. Renowned today for its iconic bracelet design with signature wave-shaped links, EBEL continues to
create timepieces that embody luxury and contemporary elegance with subtle, yet exquisite detail.

Technical description
EBEL WAVE Lady – Ref. 1216194
Movement:
 Quartz Ronda 773
Case:








Material: stainless steel
Finish: alternating brushed/polished
Setting: bezel set with 58 diamonds (0.377 cts), VS quality
Crystal: sapphire antireflective underneath
Dimensions: 30.00mm
Thickness: 8.30mm
Water-resistance: 50 meters

Dial:


White mother-of-pearl with EBEL symbol at 12.00, 3 applied indexes and 8 diamonds (0.052 cts)

Hands:
 Hour - Minute - Sweep seconds
 Domed, diamond-polished rhodium-plated hands
 Flat, diamond-polished rhodium-plated sweep seconds hand
Bracelet:
 Alternating brushed/polished stainless steel
 EBEL folding clasp

